
 

This blog has been created to help trainers in World of Warcraft finally learn how to keep their raid alive in end game content.
Whether you are a seasoned raider or new to the game, this blog will help you understand what it takes to survive end game
content in WoW. This blog is written by Jopiek van der Voeten in order to share my knowledge on becoming better at raids and
teaching others. I have so far amassed numerous encounters with different types of players, all with great success. At the time of
writing this, I have no raiding experience but have participated in so many successful raids that I can share my knowledge with
anyone willing enough to put it into practice. I have raided with my characters, each for an extended period of time, and I intend
to raid with them again. I have raided in instances that are best suited for players who are learning how to pvp, as well as
instances which are best suited for players who are already experienced in pvp. All content available has been explored by me to
its fullest, meaning that the type of player you are does not matter. The player you become depends on your determination and
willingness to learn, therefore the only limit is yourself! Jopiek's Stronghold Crusader Trainer offers you a way to keep playing
your favorite class without being bored doing the same thing over and over again. If your raid is struggling, this tool will help
you to either get them back on track and relearn what you missed (or did not know) or get better gear to use in the next
encounter. If your raid is having fun, then playing with Jopiek's Stronghold Crusader Trainer will allow you to perform better
and enjoy the content that much more!  

The very best progressive hunt talent build for PvE (and possibly some PvP). It's designed around using a 1-2 man healer
paladin to do all the hard healing and cooldowns while tanking everything while also building to maximum toughness. Any class
can be DPS while tanking with this build. As the paladin, this build has no DPS cooldowns, but it has access to some of the best
defensive cooldowns in the game, including trinkets and heroic shield. To make up for lack of DPS, you can bring a damage
dealing pet or ranged backup character who will also be tanking everything.... This build is based around using one-handed axes
with no stat budget at all. This allows you to use abilities like stunning blow, victory rush and solid strike with extreme
efficiency while also ensuring that your target stays slowed down for further duration thanks to valorous challenge + longstrider.
This build is designed around using a one-handed sword/mace combo with no stat point budget. This allows you to use abilities
like whirlwind + divine storm with extreme efficiency while also ensuring that your target stays slowed down for further
duration thanks to valorous challenge + longstrider.
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